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Revelation of creature
Prologue

I find it essential to go for a revelation on the existence to set the
mind of every individual in the living system of the global scenario
which bears due dignity. The living beings are to be viewed and carry
on themselves deservingly that there will no
more be schemes but guidance and assistance



including them as target group that they move

Unlearn to relearn, to

up to relish the joy of their contribution. I take

always remain

the common form of creation on the

connected, to make

discussion, because every form of life have
their due place and right for existence which

the surrounding in
peace, indicating them
their due role as co

has been seized for the authority and

creation

domination



of

mankind,

which

slowly

descended to taking up the rights of
counterparts and the off springs, that we find more restricted form of
living in all perspectives of creature, where the freedom, innovation
and creativity have been replaced with turbulent, instructive and
restrictive lifestyles that we see masses everywhere with a defined
pattern of carrying life and individuality cease to exist but which ought
to be there to progress life towards purpose which is certainly not man
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made within his reach on routine, but expand the skills to reach great
new heights till the best of skills and talents to promote the
environment better have been achieved. I am to discuss on the forms
of life and their connectivity to carry on life system as men, women,
children in various stages and taking the best of environment
progressively as skills of humanity which is essential than the technical
skills. Humane skills are conscience oriented awakening the mind, an
eye opener but the technical skills are conscious oriented making the
brain remains alert always. Humane skills, which could excel in multiple
wisdom for their extraordinary functionalities, beyond illusions, have
not been explored to the fullest for the rapid growth and stagnation to
remain in masses with so gained fame and name.

This special issue depicts the strategies and level of trust one
should have on self and intuitive power which drives unexpected
cooperation to achieve great things in life with open and receptive
mind shedding off the covers of protection as image which one never
has in reality and assumed for building his own confidence to fit into
the turbulent world where the world of calmness progressing in the
near future needs only the confidence built on one’s own self with
acquired potentials through constant efforts where age and experience
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do not correlate. We have equality by rights and every one can design
their own life and all creations have connectivity with each other and
no creature have authority over the other, be it men on women, vice
versa, be it men on animals and plants. Every creature have their own
space to grow and multiply where poaching in any form is not
permitted and if they exist, the same ends up in bad consequences as
they respond for each action though not in the same way which is the
mysterious part of life which make it ever interesting. To be
progressive, passionate to other creatures, consider their presence too
is needed for the life and never be patience to aggravations; you need
to be assertive to react that you will not be acted upon as spineless.
Non violence is certainly not non reactive but responsive with
persistence as we know sharp words are more piercing than sped
arrow. A timely spelt word can do miracle which the swords can not
do. Thus we say ‘conviction’ is the essential element of life with which
you reach great heights, as you are.
ASPIRE ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE ONLINE PUBLISHING SERIES
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Introduction
Many people speak on women empowerment and child
development and we have lots of schemes and plans from the
governance and the United Nations for the same which indicates, east
or west, the issues related to existence of women and children remain,
where only the intensity is different. For having identified the
implementation of all the schemes and women reaching the literacy
and where they take part even in the governance, we are to say the
women empowerment has not reached its core purpose in the
common, an it is to be accepted that with the move of liberationists,
we could find the same is taking up a wrong direction that will spoil the
future generation making both men and women as rival groups starting
from home to the globe that we find it difficult to establish the purpose
of life.

This article is to focus on the facts that we face practically leaving
all the measures of the governance including the UN, on the protection
of living creatures, to the perusal of the reader including the statistics
which are available in the internet and one can realize where each of
them stands easily including the recent women’s reservation bill
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passed in India. The definition of Empowerment says “ authorize, to
give power to” which indicates women are always viewed as exclusive
in any system conduct both by themselves and by the men in the
society that they always restrict women to responders to instructions
than as performers on their own, where the lag in existence starts.
Women can not be authorized with the powers, they have to take
them for their ability, and women can not be exclusive in the carrying
of livelihood as they are the performers on whose efficacy lies the
success of dictators and the administration, hence the governance.
Women can not avail the facilities reserved for them any more legally
too as it is much against the individual human right, more over, the
reservations and liberalization while giving the grieved women a relief,
it also gives them way to misuse as tools for their own wishes.

Revelation
Education and exposure has taken women a long way in getting
equality, exposure and the existing scenario do not need both the
reservation, liberalization in the form of preferences, privileges,
concession and fringe benefits for being women. The women liberation
and women empowerment with the exposure of women in the global
scenario are making them too involved in crimes equally and hence is
5
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the time to consider individual right to existence and dignity leaving
the task to take the potentials on their own for their deserving
qualities.

The use of phrases as ‘Women liberation’ and ‘Women
empowerment’ are misleading to the basic aspects that they are
human beings and have the right to live as every other living being and
the resources and opportunities are equal for them. The focus must be
on the Women revelation as the same denotes, revealing, uncovering
and bringing to lime light, the powers, strengths, weaknesses of
women as co creation to remain connected at every level in the system
that the human system which involve both men and women need not
remain sustained but progressive finding new paradigms of life for the
best of living. We shall define the ‘Revelation of creature as uncovering
the potential values of every component of environment men, women,
plants, animals, objects and surroundings

from the aspects of

physical, psychological traits, realize their existence as co creation to
reach the purpose of life by nature and whose contribution and
connectedness at every level progresses the living stand ards ethically
to peace’.
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In the global myths of creation at different ages of genesis, there
had been a distinction between Man and Woman giving a place for
women, next to man as Women has been created to help man from his
own rib. With the advent of civilization, there had been a stage where
the men realized the due contribution of women and their significance,
they give the first place to women which the common phrase in use as
‘Ladies first’ denotes. In the human race of civilization so far, with
different levels of demography, the socio economic status, it is very
much clear that there has never been a similarity and generalization
where the women stand but always been a unique status how the
woman portrays herself to the existing scenario, remain connected to
the family, and the society. Where there is no distinction, the one who
is powerful everyway dominates both in the right and wrong way that
the system flourishes in spite of odds and the system fails in spite of
supports from the governance even, which is true from a single family
to a society expanding to the global terms. Hence individual right and
human dignity defines the position in living and certainly not the
indiscrimination ever.

For any livelihood in balance, we need two forces of balance,
good and evil, right and wrong, action and reaction, men and women,
7
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matter and energy, body and soul, hard and soft, civic and governance,
individual and global, living and non living, human and animals, plants
which include various levels of transformations of catalysis through
provoking elements and which keeps the system as biased and
unbiased. By nature each in the pair are complimenting, and there can
not be one without other and it is the provoking elements, catalysts
which facilitate the bias or balance. It must be understood here that
the legal and economic instruments to favour women is not to give
them powers which the women empowerment means but the women
revelation with which the women come to know their ability and their
share in the system in par with the men but unfortunately for the
catalytic provoking forces, all of them have taken a misshape to mean
women to take a lead reversing the situation where they had been lead
by men. It is the individual and the efficacy decides the leading
qualities ever and not the gender.

Big Bang Theory
The big bang theory states that everything emerges from
singularity. It describes the expansion of universe from an extremely
hot dense state and the space itself is expanding ever with the galaxies.
It leads to the fact that there will never be crisis for space and hence
8
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there is no need for war with geographical demarcations even and we
need to get into the concept of universal oneness. Humanity has no
control over the evolution of universe and we are to create our
favorable environment with what has been given to live peacefully
which necessitates no discrimination on the living beings for any
evolved parameters in the human race. For this to happen, for human
dignity and authenticity to rule over authority, humanity and
conscience should prevail than knowledge and consciousness.
Competitions should be within self and never with others as
opportunities too are expanding as the universe expands.

It must be noted that the life became possible only when the hot
dense mass reacted with the space surrounding to become cool to
provide a favorable environment for living beings to emerge and
flourish and live connected complimenting each other. If any system is
focused and concentrated, it will be like the hot mass and that has to
get connected with surroundings constructively that there will be
exchange

and

use

for

a

comfortable

contribution.

When

connectedness is two ways, leading to transparency, the flow of
control is from dominant to performers which dilutes the outcome and
to progress, we always need connectedness and not a flow.
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When the above details force the need for complimenting parts
to remain connected, be it hard and soft, men and women, good and
evil and certainly not the flow one to another for ideal, balanced,
amicable situation, we are practically experiencing only the flow as the
ideal condition in any system. Before getting into the topic, one needs
to analyze the existing scenario, as damaging, where the women from
the grieved are taking the commanding position with the reservation
bill and women empowerment norms of the government. Hence there
should be a balanced mind set to be inculcated which treat every living
thing with dignity which include the animals too and by connectivity
even the non living things bear influence in one’s confidence level
which must be given due significance.

Existing status of society
The level of significance depends only on the individual and which
has been taken to the wrong side by the interference of the society,
that if one looses a partner, the society forces for finding another mate
indicating the child where it is a known fact that none is dependent on
any one for their life, everything they need for a peaceful life lies in
their way of taking life only. The same society when we loose a pet, or
10
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a belonging which is dear to us, do not motivate to take up another but
they speak of the bond we have with the lost. This is the significance
we receive on lose of human beings from the society, whose influence
can not be neglected and the same bears due share in the immediate
changes after an impact. The society ever remains influential for the
changes but never involves for the consequences. The human beings
live not with care and affection to form a society but for symbiotic and
dependency as indicated above which lead to social calamities.

We know the society comprises of men and women connected
with each other and other forms of life through various different
activities that gives out a lot many interpretations on life and how each
counter part bears the value in the system. Along with every old myth
on existence, human as counter part of each is to be validated for
practicality which has been imposed on the human system since long
time when the civilization emerged for safety, for assistance, for
security and lot many reasons which encouraged a family system to
exist. But by creation, in every way, the science, history and philosophy
clearly depict the existence of a being, living or non living is unique and
intrinsic that has not been revealed explicitly but they design their own
comfort zone even in a family system with what has been given with
11
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the tools of myths, believes, emotions, dependency, sentiments and so
on and none by reality, by heart is dependent.

For this truth, one must be reared right from child hood with
ethics not to hurt any living beings where the other gender is inclusive.
They should have the sense of equality to the core of strengths and
weaknesses of every living thing, compromising the effects to move
progressive by nature that every one is unique and deserve equality.
Both men and women, plants and animals, all living and non living
things deserve their place in existence in the space that each has its
own dignity. The male child being treated as high of female, and the
female reared for her appearance and beauty to conquer anything
including men are to be curtailed right from child hood and they are to
be brought up with give and take policy with equality in the sense
where the needy gets the priority and not equal by parts as we
perceive these days. As we all do, what the rules and regulations for
the masses stipulates, every one is not equal but every one is special
and deserves attention in the context of which the equality is being
used every where. Not all the opportunities are equal, all the
individuals are special to choose any opportunity for their comfort
which the opportunities made available to everyone treating them as
12
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special, provide. Where there is comfort, the body and mind works
together that we get maximum output. The control lies not on the
superiority and authority but on the understanding of each individual
to provide their comfort zone, and that is why we say it is connectivity.

Where the gender parity flourishes to the character is the
adolescent stage and hence is the important stage in every life that
there should remain proper connectivity with the elders who had
crossed that stage taking the good and bad from their own experience
and only in this way we make them experience a level up and that the
humanity progresses. The physiological and mental changes give them
over confidence on themselves and it is the stage where every one
wishes to perform all what they think, forgetting the consequences. It
is the stage where they give priority to their wishes, not all wishes are
aspirations which take them to heights, but many are related to fixing
themselves in the masses, ego oriented, more self centric that those
wishes turn out to be their character where the ethics fails to bring up
their potentials practically.

It is the stage where they tend to feel the differences on their
physical changes, have a lot of doubts to be shared with and where
13
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they get differences with their parents, who ought to be patient and
provide them the confidence towards meeting the challenges of life,
clearing all these doubts to be felt as tiny and the aspirations are to be
instilled which take them a long way in life, as the adolescence give
them self confidence they gain physically as complete man , make
them to get away from the elders, urges them to find fellows who
make fantasies, and move to get appreciation from the opposite
gender for which they will be ready to do anything. The parents are to
be with their children connected, not on the control authoritative
mode, that they should feel free to discuss and that is the age which
knows nothing to hide, and sharing brings all that is within their heart
as wishes and there is where the parent brings out the difference of
greed and aspirations.

The hormonal changes we, could even say challenges make them
who they are in the adult stage and only the connectivity make them
channelized to get transformed to aspirants of better life ever. They
should be instilled with the thought that mate finding is not their job,
not the job of their fellows, not that of the parents even, it is the
nature which gave him a parent, a societal system to live within, and
that will take care of finding the mate in the right time and life is to live
14
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and not to survive. The mate for the prestige symbols, the outfit, the
charm and colour will not last longer and it is the brilliance; only the
brilliance of every citizen which was understood by a right person could
find a mate for his life where he can lead life peacefully.

Moving to find a mate in every man and women they see make
them flirt, come out of their objectives but treating every one as their
friend, their fellow to compliment their development with humanity
make them reach the purpose of life with a truly supporting mate
comfortably in due course of time. This is the stage which makes them
feel for the knowledge they have and the hormonal challenges make
majority of them think the mate finding is life which is not so. It is a
part of life which comes to one who need not be prepared for the
same always. It is something which has to happen instantaneously with
several different fine feelings from within and none need to prepare
themselves for the same. The hormonal changes do bring them too a
lot of ill effects which will be provoked with body oriented thoughts,
but the mind oriented thoughts will suppress the hormones which are
responsible for the ill effects, and hence the glow of body takes place
on its own. Too much of thinking to reach the wishes as greed will
make them find more routes to get them done and that results in
15
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physical illness to the extent of AIDS and HIV, where the genuine
wishes as aspirations find them ways comfortably, to stay relaxed and
progress. Hence in this age, both the genders are to realize they need
to find their place in their own family, what they have to do for them,
make commitment, not to find themselves as individuals who give
priority only to their wishes as greed. If this is there, they don’t find
heroes and heroines in the men and women they see, but their
brothers and sisters, mother and father in them that all the social
calamities hidden and which are into explicit deaths, suicides and
murders that are coming out in the recent times will evade out.

The individual who wishes to buy a bike is his wish, to take it up
as a prestige symbol among his fellows, where he has more transit
systems to reach his purpose safely, where his parents may not have
the economy sufficient to fulfill his wish, where he may get diverted to
do much of heroism which his physical strength and which the
appreciation from the other gender promotes, which can end up with
accidents, a change of course in life and which is not essential at all for
everyone. The emotional threat they pose on their parents, make them
fulfill all their child’s wishes, where they are to make them understand
with convincing factors which is important in life in the long term,
16
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which is important and essential for the buy at their existing situation.
The differences and calamities appear only when the parents think
they are the authority of the child and the children think the parents
are committed to fulfill their greed. But really the parents are
authenticated, the children should realize the parents have the
responsibility to transfer their experiences to them, change their greed
to aspirations and fulfill their genuine wishes as none can be left on
their own and hence we stress upon connectivity and the ways by
which they can be best achieved.

Most of the women experience a need for recognition and mostly
they confine it to the external appearance and the ways they get
committed to a man than to finding ways to fix themselves as their
own for their credentials enhancing their potentials. Similarly the men
too experience the same but to extremities that they frequently
indulge in abuse the women for their greed, their image and so on that
the very basic purpose of life of the women gets affected, changes its
course. Their emotional imbalance towards their commitment to the
men, make them experience a lot of social difficulties and checks that
they enter into immoral activities and finally they become the victims
for the physical responsibility. Every one wishing to become a heroine
17
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in their own life with a men and vice versa at this age make this crucial
situation where the responsibility of men and women in this age is to
establish their stands for furthering their future with strength and
connectivity to others that they become a crucial component of the
system by intelligence, power and ability.

Good food habits in a balanced way make every one feel happy
about themselves and every one can be beautiful with their own
individual features and build confidence that their conscience says
them their scale of beauty that they don’t wander for appreciation
outside, end up with flattery meeting difficult consequences. Their
beauty comes from within, refined by thoughts that every one can find
a place for themselves and they need not feel inferior for anything as
Nature’s creation is such a way that you get noticed for your beauty,
appearance, intelligence, shrewdness, nobleness by one way or the
other, that one fails in finding this, only when they do not realize their
specialty and strive for what another success scale suggests them. We
will be focused towards purpose only if we realize that we got to
groom ourselves only with what we have and nothing could the wealth
outside bring. The feel of satisfaction and the comfort by one’s self
bring out the glow within them, which the skin care and milk bath can
18
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not. The part of the parents in this stage is to appreciate their child to
groom their best and be confident complimenting others and certainly
not to hurt which bring them many troubles for the self esteem is at its
peak in this age and can go to any extreme to take revenge.

The human should make all his potentials refined ever and find a
job for his abilities where he can master, and should not take up a job
high for his ability to be in mass, to become a slave, striving ever for
recognition. In the same way, getting into a family life, forming a part
of the contributing society should in no way be at the cost of his own
preferences and only that peace of satisfaction makes him give his best
that it should never be compromised for anybody which is seldom
there in practice for the societal set up and which causes a lot of
calamities and result in the poorly graded generations for the cursed
environment with the ever fighting parents whose line of thoughts do
not coincide for they have different likes which don’t provide a sharing
environment constructively that the children grow by themselves,
many turning to be notorious for their talents are diverted to be
mischievous as they remain disconnected with their own parents.
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There must be an understanding ever between those who live
together as a joint family, the bottom line of which must support each
other every way that the family as a whole comes up without which
the better would be to go for nuclear family for a short while to make
the involved feel the credits in their absence mutually than to continue
for the society in the move of which they lose the healthy brought up
of their own children. In this stage the work environment, the women
coming up to administrative responsibilities have a lot of emotional set
backs both from personal and professional life that they experiences a
lot of mental stress apart from sharing the official load effectively and
which result mostly on the imbalance leading to giving up the job or
personal life or both depending on the extent of reach of the
disturbances.

Both men and women in the existing scenario, experience a lot of
challenges in the course of their life which brings in a lot of changes
that the core of the family lies in proper understanding without which
continuing the life together becomes impossible as today’s exposure
make the self esteem more pronounced than ever before and the
reach of liberation in the wrong context as to make one gender above
the other in individual context too result in separation for worth
20
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nothing issues that we get more of social disturbances in carrying the
humane culture to the generations. Living together in the existing
scenario is legally valid which makes the individual more responsible
and the future becomes the sole attitude of individuals living together
that what all the society as a family put upon the individuals as burdens
and duty viewed more as constraints becomes the responsibility of the
involved taken as pleasure at any level that they take decisions
confidently to move up peacefully ever and hence need to be
strengthened with legal instruments to fine tune the consequences
that may be faced as father or mother’s name, designation, salary and
other details expected in any format that may be a set back and which
should be reformatted that each individual has the right to come up as
they desire. It should not be the binding the government imposes as
format in application for any requirement that becomes an
embarrassing or hurting situation at any stage by human rights. One
who takes care of the child has the right to take care of the child as an
individual.

Spheres of Influence
Aids and HIV are due to the unhygienic and antisocial attitude
and which are viewed illegal too and made the civic meet the w orst
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situation to collapse, as not all the affected have the direct bearing on
illegal relationships. It should not be viewed only illegal but immoral
and unethical as the illegitimate child has no involvement to get such
an ill environment more over, the women who had been the victim
may become the sex worker for existence and the core lies in making
them move up to standard living pattern with due refinement to utilize
the job opportunities that there should not be sex workers any more
legally. They need to have the rehabilitation centres to take care of
them including their contribution. The abuse of women any way should
have a check by liberating the marital status legally that the man
should have legal binding on the consequences.

The legal instruments need to give rights to share the assets too
for the illegitimate child that the women gets the marital status and
there is no need to stick on to single marital status in this liberated
environment too as the reason behind may be personal to an individual
towards his conviction which can never be generalized and if he gives
equal rights and protection to the women involved, it becomes his
personal that the legal measures or the government norms can not
intervene, as it is more justified with recent legal instruments for living
together which is common with urban affluent society . Where the
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poor still believe in marital system and get into immoral activities for
they have not been legally protected. The government intervention is
on protecting the women to get equal rights in assets which prevent
illegal relationships. Rather the existing scenario is saving the illegal
using the rules and emotional binding, sentiments of the women. The
involved need to bear the responsibility of the consequences equally
throughout lifetime initiated by the legal instruments that the sex
workers take up due job, as the same will not receive encouragement
anyway.

The core lies in accepting the rights of the individual with due
regard to his own dignity and every one permitted to design their own
environment without interrupting the freedom of others. The
individual human right has to be viewed to this level and is the real
meaning of the same and not that an individual can do anything he
wishes.

With this human revelation, it is to be viewed that the traits of a
global civic must be unique and specific that they can not be
generalized for any purpose as men and women, living and non living
for their benefit. Everyone and everything deserves their right to be in
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existence and they all certainly have a connectivity with each other
which form the life, carried out with the flux, sharing and exchange
keeps the life dynamic and hence the recreation of governance is to
the extent to protect the individuality which demands a system to
prioritize the individual who are versatile in different aspects that we
can not have rules, norms, acts for the masses, each individual issues
and rights are to be viewed specifically that we can not have the
constitution, Penal code, International human rights with numerous
articles and clauses but with a single, simple base that individual
human rights need to be preserved with the limit that his right should
not intersect with that of the other, but they always have the
connectivity which have union of traits to get the best for the majority.
In simple words, every individual can design his own environment to
meet the set standards, go above the set standards with his own
efforts and get the rewards, he can compliment others to come up, but
he can not be a competitor to other in any way. The right to know
information act, human rights act have led to a situation that any one
can give suggestion and seek explanation for the existing scenario from
the governance, supportive to this move.
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This makes it clear that we reach a state of governance for the
individual; for they are different in every way and general rules can not
bring out the progressive output from each of them, the cumulate of
which reflects on the progress of the globe. As per constitution, the
president is the first citizen of the country, with the right given by the
constitution, the common civic can seek explanation for the activities
of the president that the common civic form the powerful stake holder
in the governance than the president. Not his vote decides the destiny
of progress, but his right to express and right to live decides the destiny
of progress. The progress of nation no longer lies in the hands of
governance , but in the hands of every responsible individual and he
need not spend resources for the same, the governance has to bear for
the delay and this brings in the egalitarianism, makes the legal
instruments in the arbitration mode, makes government departments
to stand on their own generating revenues which necessitates the
shuffling and to restructure the truly needed department that can
generate revenue for service and get their stance and they need not do
service for public, but get them paid genuinely and we eliminate
corruption.
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This leads to tax free environment, and the government,
industries and corporate for groups with due shares that there will be
collaboration and not cooperation, there will be integrations and not
intersections of responsibilities. There will be shared responsibilities
for progress, and not shared authority for sustenance of the individual
on personal benefits. It must be understood that there is no need for
an individual to oblige a government rule formed for masses and not
suiting his credentials, and he has the right to show his actual pace to
stand out from the same which can not be treated as indiscipline, but
non cooperation for the authoritative mode which is whistle blowing
and encouraged everywhere for the existing scenario practically and is
acceptable legally too. Involvement and inclusion need to be the basis
of any scheme to bring up the standards of citizens which must be
seriously considered by the governance. The officials hold the
responsibility with the governor and the president for the progress as
mandatory implementers and the prime minister, chief minister, the
members of assembly and parliament are the advisors where as the
non governmental organizations form the voluntary sector, true
responsibility to represent what is needed lies on t he individual and
the e governance help design a governance for an individual every way.
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The constitution of India says, “We the people of India, having
solemnly resolved to constitute India in to a sovereign, socialist,
secular, democratic, republic and to secure to all its citizens, Justicesocial, economic and political, liberty of thought, expression, belief,
faith and worship, equality of status and opportunity and to promote
among them all fraternity assuring the dignity of the individual and the
unity and integrity of the nation”.
We can assure all these to the core of every word to the civic
through e governance in the right time with little efforts that we
constitute India, and the globe to take up a progressive shape.

Right way of contribution
On the discussion to arrive at a common portfolio for the
governance, we shall consider the following quotes said long before
which stands true till today unreached, because they had been taken
as personal traits of the leader which did not get reflected for the
masses inclusive in the governance. In the existing scenario, every one
has the scope to become the leader and there are ample opportunities
for every individual to contribute to the governance which is permitted
as per constitution too.
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“A man who knows the court is master of his gestures, of his eyes
and of his face; he is profound, impenetrable; he dissimilates bad
offices, smiles at his enemies, controls his irritation, disguises his
passions, belies his heart, speaks and acts against his feeling s” - Jean de
la Bruyere,1645-1696.

This will be brought into action only if every official procedure is
in writing and has a registry in the procedure with no vernacular
communication. This enforces no way to ethical dilemma that every
situation is handled conforming to the constitution that there will not
be appeals, delays, violations and the conviction promotes amity
among the involved too.

“Government saw men only in masses; but our men, being
irregulars, were not formations, but individuals…… Our kingdoms lay in
each man’s mind” - Seven Pillars of Wisdom, T.E.Lawrence 1888-1935.
In the earlier era, where there are limited tools to implement norms,
the rules were to masses which had gone wrong in many places as no
issue can be generalized practically and where the influences intruded.
Till this time, for the governance to masses, the same is with
constraints which were the loop holes with specious reasons that gave
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way for authority and with the e governance and speed of
communication it facilitates; even the court procedures can be online
with priority to arbitration that we establish peace, convincing the
involved.

“Any man who tries to be good all the time is bound to come to
ruin among the great number who are not good. Hence a prince who
wants to keep his authority must learn how not to be good, and use
that knowledge, or refrain from using it, as necessity requires” - The
Prince, Nicolo Machiavelli 1469-1527.

When all the literature on moral and ethical values speaks on
being good alone, one need to know the bad, to execute the same to
nullify the bad, as the tool to sharpen them to receive good, is to prove
their bad is not their defense or strength. There is always reaction for
power and authority but only cooperation for responsibility and
authentication. A member in governance form the first citizen to the
citizen of priority, the civic, the progress lies in understanding the
responsibility is not a celebrity status and they have their due share
and none can be blamed alone for any mistake, every other person,
including the accused and the complainant are inclusive and
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for the cause. This gives way for correction and not

punishment. A committer proved of his blunder, must be made to redo
the same to perfection with due observation. A blunder established
with punishment leads to bad consequences, but due observati on on
them with continuing in the same job to redo the mistakes make them
corrected and inclusive in the governance as they never repeat the
same and be alert towards dilemma always as experience refines
better than words.

For, as the following quote says, “Even those who argue against
fame still want the books they write bear their name in the little and
hope to become famous for despising it. Everything else is subject to
barter; we will let our friends have our goods and lives if need be; but a
case of sharing our fame making some one else the gift of our
reputation is hardly to be found “- Montaigue 1533-1592.

Appreciation is the best motivator which every one expects and
we seldom use the same as tool. The thirst for fame, and the wish to
be among the flatterers and finding a situation for the same is for this
and when appreciation makes one to move up, flattery makes him to
come down in his potentials, as flattery are for the individual where as
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the appreciation is for the action. A leader should always have group
for criticisms too for the effective output , and the progressive globe
needs every one to be a leader in his own set regime, every one should
take everything to heart and not to head and hence we need mindful
action driven by conscience and not consciousness.
We need not be alert always to grab the opportunities and loose
life, we are sure to get what we deserve and we live relaxing, enjoying
every minute of life with no stringent set limits. We have the limits to
keep focused on tasks giving due priority but be bold to extend them,
till we get satisfaction on our efforts. Time is an illusion, it has no
scientific evidence on its persistence as the earth is ever evolving and
expanding, the revolution of which fixes the base for time. Space is
again an illusion, the dependency on both these; add knowledge,
desire and power and all of them are boundless, ever expanding.

Every one will come to find this stage at which they transcend
themselves to selfless, altruistic commitment to life. Making it happen
at the earliest stage of life makes it progressive and is a combined
effort of all stake holders inclusive. At that stage there will not be self
oriented narrow thoughts, which surpass all others, which is the stage
where we deserve fame for our activity and will be in the perfect
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control of nature which will take us to the purpose. When you reach
your best of talents, you will make everything surrounding you better
than it had been and that satisfaction gives you the feel of comfort
where the nature of creation want you to be. For this we travel all
along the life, the vibrations of consciousness settle down to calmness
of conscience where you don’t need to take efforts, the intuition takes
you to the desire.

When we realize we don’t need pull downs, corrosive emotions
to come up in life, they are the tools to sharpen those who vibrate
constantly there for a long time, to lift them with us, that every one
should know how to use them for good. Hence mastery is not in
achieving the state of mind, surpassing all ill elements but to have
them as tools to play with the fellows to get them connected all along.
Every one is inclusive, every one is special and every one will be
noticed for their uniqueness which may not be known to them as the
majority want to copy others always setting up an image, where poised
to remain in one’s own original, ability to glide along different modes
to make the opponent inclusive is the key to remain in transcendence
which means surpassing others literally which do not mean you don’t
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care for others, but you don’t need others’ care. This is what is said as
“Do your duty, leave the rest unto Thee” in Bagwat Gita.

The famous quote of Mark Twain says “I never allow institution to
intervene in my education”, which means education is self making
process to the level of owns own perception that the institution can
offer only what the student need and it is in the stake holders who
could make institution inclusive in the man making process givin g
equality to students for their dignity as learning is never ending and a
teacher even has a teacher. But the same has been in practice, for the
dilution in the system that the students of existing scenario, never
allow institutions in their education, which has been designed by their
parents without their due involvement, with them for their superiority
gained out of influence and materialistic possession that education
never takes its true value even after one reaches to the level of doctor
of science, where the same could be instilled in the young blood at the
child hood stage.

We could thus conclude every living being has its right to live that
we can take the best out of them on their consent which means
conviction that only experience prevails and which has no relation with
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age but with level of exposure. Each individual should find his own self
, the frequency where he is comfortable and move on contributing to
others where he remain self sustained taking what is needed from
them with their consent. Conviction is the live thread within every
activity, as Newton’s law of motion goes, every action has equal and
opposite reaction, every activity has reaction, conviction and
perseverance brings value to the activity. Everyone is not , certainly not
for one , his intimate to be self centered, but has due share in the living
of every other he comes across that possessiveness which is being the
core of every dispute should come to an end with an understanding
that every one is special to every other. The progressive development
of self, family, community, society and the global civic must be the
objective of every one where the best lies with global thinking refining
the local as self. Self awareness and replication is common among the
public, and if a wicked proves successful in the recent happenings,
every one replicates the same for rapid success and that lead to social
calamities. All success and success itself is not the destiny of life, it is
only a stepping stone in the progression towards the purpose of life as
self satisfaction. Stepping back or leaping forward, both certainly will
add to the reach of destination as nature has its own control on every
one of us which we say as conscience or intuition. It will take us
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certainly where we ought to be and not where we want to be, which
makes the difference as greed gets transformed into longing and
desire. When we design our life for where we want to be, we won’t
land there for any level of risk we take but when we design our life for
where we ought to be, following the course of our own life, only our
own life, without comparison, any way, we will land up there soon as
our potentials gets enhanced for the same on their own driven by our
intuition. Simply being relaxed, and doing only what our mind says with
conviction and that is what is stated as “Stand up for what is right even
you are standing alone”. This makes the common procedure of gaining
majority for a decision questionable. The support of majority comes
mostly from a single, the initiator who may be wrong in which case the
majority would go wrong. There remains no substantial evidence as
why everyone in majority supports.

The recent parliament meeting of Indian ministry telecasted in
the television gave me the strong proof as to why the same need to be
converted to online. The chairman forces a questioner to complete
query as he is running short of time. The home minister for a query
replies that he will send the documents and explanation in writing to
the questioner. When there remains a discussion, many were absent,
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many sit silently, most of them shout only in support of the defender
or questioner which proves that the subject matter is around the
questioner and defender. The chairman often intervenes to curtail the
course of talk or change the same. When a bill is being passed, he
simply asks those who want to support can say yes, and those who
want to object say ‘no’ and there remains only ‘yes’ and absolute
silence for the other and the bill is passed.

I could see the violations of norms, as constitution says every
citizen has the right to express, and none could be prevented for
running short of time, or simply to sit for conducting the meeting
within the scheduled time. When the written explanation is felt
effective and when the entire course of discussion could go online
transparently, and the interest on the matter is shown only by the
questioner and defender mostly, when the grievances are to be
conveyed to the administration and a bill is prepared for solving the
same, the same will be discussed in parliament to find the same is
meeting the grievances, discussed, upgraded and passed. In which case
there should be a ‘no’ at least from a single. The entire scenario seems
to be authoritative and the concern for welfare of the beneficiaries is
not reflected there. It would have been better if the office of the MLA
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or MP receives written communications form the public, the same
need to be consolidated to government and the procedure takes place
online to pass the bill after a considerable period to gain public opinion
even which is really democratic, and inclusive. When it is done through
departments, it would be easy for implementation as the hands on
experience of the administrators gets reflected effectively.

The existing scenario, for the consequences of political system
and transparency offered by the administration online do not need
ministry at all, do not need political parties at all. The governance
should be formed for the public and not for the party people. There are
numerous examples in both central and state governments which
reflect party based activities against the welfare of common civic and
which are against constitution. All the procedures of elections and
political systems were devised to give importance to the individual
with the technological advancements we had at that time of forming
the constitution, and the significance should not be to the procedure
but to the concept which will be served better these days by online
voting and including every one with their own responsibility. There can
be involvement of public by mind when they are made involved
through employment which is purely on merit with no reservation,
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making the working hours as six hours a day left to the convenience of
the employees and the volume of work alone is assessed and not the
physical presence, there must be connectivity of the supervisor to the
employee and not authority and the governance should be self
sustained, that there will not be taxes, from employees and properties.
If this is achieved the down trend of human values and progress across
the globe for the rapid socio economic growth will revert back to be
progressive. The nuclear reactors to generate nuclear power are to this
level of rapidity, the effects of which will be seen far away from the
vicinity that the same need to be dropped. By nature the sun produces
solar energy with nuclear reactions progressively and that make energy
available to us in plenty, and we make it complex when we have simple
solution in hand.

You need no support for your action. For its conviction, those
who ought to be the part will join on their own. What all you do for
your longing, though gives immediate victory, will never last longer and
makes you happy always. Finding the happiest state by mind is the
ultimatum one could aim and which comes when you can smile from
your heart even when you see an enemy for a situation. Smiling from
the heart is not necessarily gets reflected on lips but certainly in action.
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When you come up to forgive a person, indicating his mistake that he
can not proceed as per his longings with your skills, and that is your
responsibility to make him inclusive. Gaining friends is not in numbers,
but an enemy reacting to rescue intuitively on the unexpected
situation even in the tricks to safeguard himself is an act of gaining
friendship. The inner voice will ever be ringing however great one can
be in pretention and acting, that leads life. It is human to search for the
better outside when the best is within them and that is the reason for
all sufferings which we name as karma.

Connectivity is unavoidable and which brings development that it
must be viewed as sharing, contributing and not dependency and
symbiosis on agreement. Never have a role model in your life to be
replicated, read them in and out, to excel them which is the way you
need to establish your individuality. When you bear a different name,
when you have unique identity, you can never be like other, trying to
replicate suppresses your originality which will be certainly the best
when you learn their experiences to move up in your exposures.
Nature is the final Court which has given all identity and evidences to
prove the justice, the problem lies in not finding them to establish the
truth as majority who approach human court wish to escape from
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truth. Evidences are with every one by nature and the truth is
manifesting itself at every level and when it is not getting revealed, it
shows the person under concern for the truth deserves best and that
will happen ever. There is no need at all to have negative and
suppressive emotions as sadness, worry, tears but use them as tools
without taking them to your heart as boosting the wicked with your
failure for they could not resist joy out of it, move fierce fully and get
caught red-handed to the indications, not necessarily explicit, where he
has no other way except to get corrected admitting the mistakes and
become inclusive. Never defeat an enemy with immediate effect and
with rules, leaving his skills left to make him continue to be the
enemies ever continue to live adding longings. Make him to reach his
ultimatum giving him enough space to experience and realizes and that
makes him to be the friend of every one on his defeat finally in
ultimatum that includes him in the progression.

When every one is born with equality, the good and bad are
made so by their perception and carrying their life that it is always
better to search the good in every bad as in the search we will not
loose anything certainly. Survival should never be the target for a
comfortable living as comfort lies in the mind and not in sophistication.
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One can not be rolled over currency bed when he dies, the destination
for poor and rich is soil. Never be materialistic, take what you deserve,
save to meet the unexpected to carry on the life progressively without
giving up, share what you have in excess with every deserving around
and live every moment of your life. Nothing comes from outside,
everything is within, We will never loose an opportunity out of
anything, as opportunities are in our hands and not in others that
never set to follow routine, try to go a mile in excess everyway gaining
confidence that you leave a path trailed never before. Conviction is not
a difficult task if you shed off ego, and nourish self esteem, every one
have their own place and feelings are same for all that you get what
you sow. No one can teach life, preach qualities, the life of one has to
be perceived by himself that punishment alone will not bring outcome,
but the correction simultaneously. Control will not bring changes but
connectivity. Monitoring will not check mistakes, but one’s own
conscience. Monitoring is not sophisticated surveillance, but mindful
watch with care.

All these can make one think, guide, assist to perceive with their
own experience, but designing his life is in his own hands as comfort
brings out the best and that may not be measured by others, bu t self,
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Only by self. Always respond to vibrations, resonate to your might,
enjoy the experience, ignoring the outcome, and you will certainly find
what is your best which can never be the routine for the masses, but a
designed future specific to an individual. All the three phases of life as
sensual, illusionary and spiritual are to be reached, and possessed as
tools in living. Life is to live with ones own original which always glides
among all these stages of others which seldom in resonance with their
connectivity and they succeed when they are aware of every stage of
transformation, where they should use them and where they should
take the diversion, which is stimulated by intuition and dynamism as
changes make a man and there are numerous infinite conn ectivity
which makes life vibrant and we resonate all the time and when it gets
calm it is an indication that we move on to the next level and we
continue till the end of life.

When we stick to a routine, we will not be receptive, welcoming
to changes, but to carry on the life, signing on the routine procedures,
accepting the instructions blindly to do them physically, it will be
forced on us where we can not be mindful and for which we demand
an open and receptive mind always. This is what Bahgavat Gita says,”
You didn’t loose anything to cry, you didn’t bring anything to loose,
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what is taken is taken from Here, What is given is given from Here,
Whatever is yours’ today, will become other’s next day, and will be
others’ one day and that is the global principle of existence”. The
obsession on materialistic benefits makes one to feel comfortable ever
at one place and he will not be receiving anything unless he make up
mind to give up what he has in his hands.

Believe, changes will bring you what you deserve and that trust in
nature always, makes a man live. The obsession on relationships makes
one dependent, left out on separation, but we come to this world all
alone, and go back all alone and we had been given a family and
neighbors with whom we always share experiences, thoughts by
actions, words, and indications and we will be given a group ever to
live which will make us comfortable and we leave when the day comes
that we need to live the moment happily, without doing harm to any
one, excelling in every way, as next moment is not assured. The nature
will not wait for you to change, it gives you enough experiences to
move on and on as the connectivity makes its existence, and we
experience more trouble and hurting when we prepare ourselves to
sustainability, but will experience opportunities and blessings if we set
to progress ever with open mind.
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Including the co creatures
‘Conviction’ is the key to progress. None knows everything.
Situation is being responded and not the involved persons that one
should take everything right for upgrading, grades of marks will not
take you to where you ought to be, it fixes you where you want to be
and you feel life miserable. Never be hasty, enjoy every moment,
nothing will be lost, nothing will be waiting, everything is passing by,
some through our hands, some bypassing us which reveals it is not
ours, we have certainly the best that we have not lost anything. Not
every one can have everything, not every one can be with nothing.
Every one has a due role in the system and their fair part is taken from
them knowingly or unknowingly that is where the truth manifests
itself.

One can never be cautious and alert that be relaxed simply and
do where your mind takes you with the search of conviction and finally
you settle where you ought to be. The parents and stake holders of a
system may fail for the non response of the target group, but the
ultimate leader will ever have the hold and he never lets any one
down, certainly down. It is on the lag one gets prepared for the next
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move. One who slips and manages himself immediately in the journey
continues, and one who falls and wishes to withdraw, leaves finding
alternate, and who took an extra mile enjoys the journey always as he
never have competition but only the set target. Every one can take an
extra mile comfortably if he do not look around but focuses only on
himself as the world has everything one needs at every stage which do
not need a mediator, there will be guiding forces to show us the ways
always, with many different tools and nature as intuition make us to
choose the best for us.

If we wish to reach the target set by someone else, we need to be
taken there only by others and we survive, with what has been
designed for us. If as the nature by conviction take us where we ought
to be, we live with our own designed future. It is always better to know
and realize our destination where our mind works and do not simply
engage in routine for search of celebrity status. This state of mind is
simple and convinced that we live every moment which accelerate the
progress whereas in the complex plans of authority, there will certainly
not be mindful contribution. The individual ought to be reared to
choose what they want with conviction that they become open and
receptive which puts a full stop for every social calamity. Their
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innovation and creativity will never be curbed but promoted and
channelized that is where the stack holders stay connected. Most
basically all must be given chances to know what their potential and
reach are, through personalized assessment that they will be
encouraged to gear up the wanted, shedding away the unwanted, to
refine their wishes to be desire and aspirations towards which they
ought to be.

Remaining inclusive
The role of stake holders is to make a comfortable environment
for the individual to fix up showing their values curtailing the
unwarranted activities that may flourish as corrosive when they grow
up as the same gets reflected in the society. This is the human
revelation which is needed for the global society to live in peace
blasting away the narrow barriers of gender, caste, religion,
community, country and all and universal oneness is the equality the
creation has given, which is not similitude, but complimenting with
ones own strength and weakness that understanding becomes the
basic requirement of governance for an individual and not equal
environment for every one in the masses. Thus it is an individual who
could make the governance reform the structure of the administration
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that the officials execute the plans for the recommendations of the
selected members for the ward and every one of them are same to
represent the grievance to the governing people and the governor and
president find their position through open election with the votes of
every individual and govern the administration. The departments are
to be reconstituted to the requirements of the civic and headed by
secretaries and every one communicate only online and there should
never be personal meetings on nay grounds. They can meet as friends
share their thoughts which should not get reflected in governance as
the plans and proceedings needs written representation with due
conviction.

There should not be ministries as the purposes of them are to
represent the public grievances to governance which will be taken care
off by the department. Individuals must be given chances to take part
directly in every decision the governance make at any time. There is no
need for parties and principles; the success of the leader is not in
gathering the masses for him, but to convince every one for his
principles which will happen if they are for the civic. The departments
are to generate funding on their own and the head of the department
deserves due right for the carrying of the same generating revenue and
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managing the employees that the civic need not pay taxes. The reserve
bank of India needs to be in monitoring the cash flow to the finest
details that there will not be flow of currency liberally but checked
form every way for illicit activities. Handling cash in numbers prevent
paper use and corresponding damages and the currency will be to the
highest denomination of Rs.100 and it should be noticed that the illicit
activities through cash at every level finally cumulates to number in
Swiss banks that locks up progress favoring illicit activities boom like
mushrooms at every corner in terrorism and there the common civic
without knowing the dangers involved get into for making easy money.

Having a political party and mobilizing support and fund for the
same is not human rights as it intervenes the freedom of the individual
in the form of family members and children. This extends to the core of
trusts and institutions, organizations, when money is involved, it is in
lieu of principles, where the service transforms to business, that they
got to be channelized to conviction with principles and should never be
permitted to receive donations in any form legally and illegally. All the
earnings should be out of efforts which must be shown as sharing that
everything must be transparent online using the virtual space leaving
the infrastructure which is setting crucial imbalance in progressive
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development. We got to realize what our strength for the resources we
have, becomes the weakness since we tried to be corporeal copying
others. We can grow on our own with our values which will be
consistent always. Others’ support as walking sticks never help long
way. The assistance will help when it is in absolute need and which will
find place in the progress taking what is needed for them as per
requirement and which is what is symbiosis and no agreements on
memorandum of Understanding as agreements on paper.

Communication
A word has many different meanings which is ever on exploration
in conjunction with other words of a statement, in connectivity with
the person who says, and in response to the situation and environment
that communication is something mystique which can not be taught.
Even silence is powerful tools in many instances. We should broaden
our views to the global reach and we need not travel to gain
experiences as what tourism administers, each need a renewal and
having been used to the extreme, the nature too need a resting time
for regaining its serenity that we take a change online taking virtual
tours which the advanced technology offers you more effectively than
personal visits. This makes the global reach possible within our living
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room without compromising originality and we get engaged effectively,
constructively too, that progression is possible this time, than ever
before. Nothing remain static as it was discussed, the situation come
back to humanity transforming all to next level, but the progression as
of now demands online activities to use the virtual space more.

We need to discuss all the issues above as human revelation
needs conviction which in turn seeks feasibility and ways. Human brain
and its functionalities are same for all, and it all lies on how one utilizes
it. The set back persists when one things all is gone and stagnates
thinking of the mistakes, but the revelation really lies on moving
forward that change at any stage in life is contributing to the society
and that we ought to come out of pace, and plans for the average and
masses. Providing opportunities and availing the same, I should also
denote, make every one outstanding if the volume of work exerted is
assessed as experience and not the longevity, which makes plans
simpler and comfortable to implement for all.

Connectivity helps conviction
The efforts of great leaders failed and the followers slowly
descended to normalcy only because they became exclusive, thinking
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that they can not change the entire world. It should have been seen as
the responsibility of every individual in which case inclusion would
have been possible that the old quotes discussed above, would have
been experiences and which will not stand everlasting. The lag is due to
the barriers we had as beliefs, culture and religion which can not be
changed for the literacy gave them facts and not reason. The restrictive
movements due to involved expenses made the people survive and not
live that we hold the customs as rituals relating them to sin, where as
an open mind with dedication on loving others and expecting their due
doing their duty need no custom, rituals in the name of God. God is
conscience which lies within every heart. When we go deep, it is the
urge to existence and survival of the elders to protect the assets, which
make the generations to believe on rituals, customs and duty where as
there is no need for the same as assets are really what we have by
birth and what we gain from within.

One should remain formless which is receptive and openness, as
the same brings in changes immediately with conviction. Rigid feelings
and thoughts make us aggressive in the fear as the conscience respond
to the facts and proofs more readily than consciousness, and when
there is no correlation, the conscience dominates which will reveal the
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truth. If one sets up his mind to this status, which will certainly not be a
difficult task and which should start with the seeding that One gets
what he deserves and focus the activities believing that truth manifests
itself till all involved realizes and the deserving never loses anything
which must be the only rigidity one should have, we come to know it is
time for every individual to take part in governance to have only the
education, judicial, registration and finance which can have many
supporting departments which has to generate revenue for its
existence with the above said structure.

Global perspectives
When all countries unite for progress there is no need for many
departments, especially the foreign affairs, defense, and home affairs,
Tamil

development,

religious

endowment

and

information

department, Hindu religious and charitable endowment department
are against constitution of India and hence must be given up. No
charities and temples must be encouraged to receive donations and
they are made to be self supportive to generate their own revenue.
Tamil development is against the constitution as secularism , it has its
own disadvantages, as any other Indian language that narrow affinity
towards the same make people hate education which are to be
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perceived helping clear perception of principle and thoughts to refine
themselves. The letters to the extent of 247 could not complete the
absolute the complete use of Tamil and we borrow scripts from deva
nagari, Sanskrit , Hindi and from English too as they spelled as such.
When human mind is same , for equality, they must find an easy way to
perceive things, English do not belong to any nation, it has only 26
letters which gives ample choices of words to describe any state to any
level of feelings that it must be taught as a must if we want to progress
that we must be the first country in the globe to announce English as
official language permitting communication in all other languages that
we give rights to use any language but make the civic progressive,
providing scope to live, coming out of restrictions.

When we insist upon regional languages to global status, all other
countries Japan, China, France and Russia who gives priority to their
language comes to use English that they become inclusive and share
their technologies. It is to be noted that they stay behind in corruption
for they have not been a part in globalization which focused only upon
socio

economic

development

earlier.

Their

technological

advancements are amazing which comes not out of thinking in their
own language but on their strive to progress out of disastrous situation
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and they came out with hard work which did not include quality that
with import, every other country experiences defective quality service
from their products. There are ample scope to make their technologies
towards quality as they don’t gain in economy, that is where the
responsibility of other countries , especially UN lies to make them
come up to the level.

Since the UN is on the reformation already, since 2005 and
hoping that it must have plans to make all countries inclusive this is the
time to implement e governance, link all civic online, with transparency
that we all come up with prosperity due to us and live in peace, stay
away from taking the next generation to care for the geographical
boundaries. Their potentials and exposure need no boundary and they
come up with flying colors meeting the limits in the sky. We shall be
the guiding force to channelize them to heights and we can not
administer them as their advancement is much ahead of us in every
way. We need no more fights with party people, politics, and among
countries that we say we bring the principles in to reality which were
said in the ancient days. Not the medium, the language to be protected
and made available to use, but the ideas and principles.
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Conclusion
Human revelation is in this level of contribution in the existing
scenario, where we sit back and say we can’t do anything. Each
individual has a lot of potentials unleashed in the right direction which
when reinforced with meta thinking gives out enormous output that
we all move up to the level where there is amity , all through. We shall
all be inclusive in the global development progressively. Governance as
denoted by the Constitution of India and article 1 on Universal
declaration of United Nations is for an individual, is certainly for the
individual and can not refine anything for masses for lack of facility and
resources ethically and legally.

Ethical and legal instruments are the same giving our justice,
when ethical instruments are for people with conscience, legal
instruments are for people with consciousness. Legal instruments took
the lead when the literacy and education need to be established, and
in the time of which the control on morale is to be maintained. Having
reached literacy, education to a maximum level with exposure, it is the
time for the ethical instrument sot take the lead where conviction, that
satisfies and bring out the conscience of every individual plays a due
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role that we shall reach peace. Governance is as framed by the
individual Dr.Ambedkar is giving the absolute security and assurance
for an individual to live in peace and contribute to the global growth. It
is the individual who has not exploited the same throughout daringly to
get the justice in the fear he may be in risk and reprisal. When we wake
up the conscience, it is sure we establish justice and amity as has been
said long before ancient literatures world wide as “The sky is my father,
the earth is my mother, the world is my home and all creatures are my
relations”. What else can better express the creature and existence
better than this? By possessing more and more of wealth, undue for
our efforts, we are actually limiting our wealth from the global
availability. It is all in the state of mind, and when you expand your
world of understanding, many of the ill feelings which are stressing up
and taking away your health will evade away.

You are ever the king of your own regime, for which you need to
attain self sustenance and use the facilities that will better serve the
purpose, choosing among the options. The advanced world is now with
unlimited access offering you every option the best that whatever you
choose the same having fine tuned, the best will be your life, and
hence move fast confidently. The bad will go, in the way they emerged,
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and that is the way the nature assures the purity of the good. For the
existence we don’t need further a leader, as Gandhi, Nehru, Mother
Teresa, Mandela, every one of us can design our own future for the
perception we have on creatures. Believe we shall take the best of
every creature, as good and bad in every one makes variety. There is
certainly good in every creature, and we shall look out for the same to
live peacefully. We are the star players in music of life; we hear only
what we play. Education is experience and we get literacy to express
the best of our understanding, not to go in line with the perception of
others. Education should give what we perceive. Our life is our way of
perception. Our life is our own way of living, considering others as co
creation and giving them due place, and designing our own that our
individuality helps others.

The creature is to respond for love, care and affection longing for
which there remain mobility, ecosystem, and connectivity and so on.
The personality and adult requirements make one closed, tough and
non expressive, that the one who ought to get their love and affection,
moves to find the same outside, get caught in troubles for the
turbulence everywhere, to use every opportunity for self to reach their
wish. The individual must be self contented, anaylse the conflicting
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situation, move to find the solution with his might including others that
he can establish peace and progression. Money, position, belongings
will all evade away with time and become a burden after a tolerable
limit. Balanced life makes every creature to be treated equal for
existence when the cooperation flourishes by itself. There is no end for
experience and the interpretations are different and unique for
everyone which can not be given as rules, principles by other, but
guided to find ones own. The solution for any problem is within us. In
the theory of existence, we give what we get as our life is our
reciprocation on perception, depending on satisfying SELF.
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